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Abstract

At a low activity comet the plasma is distributed in an asymmetric way. The hybrid simulation code Amitis is used to look

at the spatial evolution of ion velocity distribution functions (VDFs), from the upstream solar wind to within the comet

magnetosphere where the solar wind is heavily mass-loaded by the cometary plasma. We find that the spatial structures of the

ions and fields form a highly asymmetric, half-open induced magnetosphere. The VDFs of solar wind and cometary ions vary

drastically for different locations in the comet magnetosphere. The shape of the VDFs differ for different species. The solar

wind protons show high anisotropies that occasionally resemble partial rings, in particular at small cometocentric distances.

A second, decoupled, proton population is also found. Solar wind alpha particles show similar anisotropies, although less

pronounced and at different spatial scales. The VDFs of cometary ions are mostly determined by the structure of the electric

field. We perform supplementary dynamic particle backtracing to understand the flow patterns of solar wind ions that lead to

these anisotropic distributions. This tracing is needed to understand the origin of cometary ions in a given part of the comet

magnetosphere. The particle tracing also aids in interpreting observed VDFs and relating them to spatial features in the electric

and magnetic fields of the comet environment.
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Key Points:7

• Hybrid simulations with the Amitis code for a low activity comet show the for-8

mation of a half-open induced magnetosphere.9

• The velocity distributions of solar wind protons form partial rings in the simula-10

tion as previously reported by observations.11

• Backtracing the cometary ions in the tail shows that the shape of their velocity12

distributions is driven by electric field structures.13
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Abstract14

At a low activity comet the plasma is distributed in an asymmetric way. The hy-15

brid simulation code Amitis is used to look at the spatial evolution of ion velocity dis-16

tribution functions (VDFs), from the upstream solar wind to within the comet magne-17

tosphere where the solar wind is heavily mass-loaded by the cometary plasma. We find18

that the spatial structures of the ions and fields form a highly asymmetric, half-open in-19

duced magnetosphere. The VDFs of solar wind and cometary ions vary drastically for20

different locations in the comet magnetosphere. The shape of the VDFs differ for dif-21

ferent species. The solar wind protons show high anisotropies that occasionally resem-22

ble partial rings, in particular at small cometocentric distances. A second, decoupled,23

proton population is also found. Solar wind alpha particles show similar anisotropies,24

although less pronounced and at different spatial scales. The VDFs of cometary ions are25

mostly determined by the structure of the electric field. We perform supplementary dy-26

namic particle backtracing to understand the flow patterns of solar wind ions that lead27

to these anisotropic distributions. This tracing is needed to understand the origin of cometary28

ions in a given part of the comet magnetosphere. The particle tracing also aids in inter-29

preting observed VDFs and relating them to spatial features in the electric and magnetic30

fields of the comet environment.31

1 Introduction32

Comets are known to be one of the most diverse objects in our solar system when33

it comes to the spatial scales of their magnetospheres (Edberg et al., 2024). This is due34

to the variability in their outgassing rate, which is a measure of their activity and de-35

scribes the rate at which the ices near the surface of the comet nucleus sublimate. Be-36

cause of the small size of comet nuclei, these particles are not gravitationally bound and37

escape into space. Comet outgassing rates depend on various parameters. To an extent38

it is an intrinsic quantity individual to each comet since it depends on the nucleus size,39

surface structure, and nucleus composition. However, it also depends on the heliocen-40

tric distance of the comet: comets at their perihelion have outgassing rates that are or-41

ders of magnitude higher than when they are several AU away from the sun. The neu-42

tral gas profile of a comet is frequently modelled based on the assumption of spherically43

symmetric outgassing where it follows a 1/r2 profile (r: cometocentric distance) (Haser,44

1957). This neutral gas gets ionised by photoionisation, charge exchange, and electron-45

impact-ionisation, and creates newborn cometary ions (e. g. Galand et al., 2016). For46

the solar wind, this cloud of cold ions presents an obstacle: the solar wind gets mass-loaded47

(Biermann et al., 1967). The result of this plasma interaction between the solar wind48

and the cometary ions depends on the solar wind parameters as well as the altitude pro-49

file of newborn cometary ions. At very low comet activity the solar wind only gets lightly50

deflected (Broiles et al., 2015; Behar et al., 2016). At intermediate to high activity the51

comet magnetosphere may contain several plasma boundaries (Mandt et al., 2016), in-52

cluding a solar wind ion cavity (Behar et al., 2017; Nilsson et al., 2017) and a bow shock53

(Neubauer et al., 1986). The comet studied in most detail so far has been comet 67P/Churyumov-54

Gerasimenko (Taylor et al., 2017), visited by the Rosetta spacecraft (Glassmeier et al.,55

2007). A review of the observations of the comet plasma environment is found in Goetz56

et al. (2022).57

For intermediate activity at comet 67P the first stage of a bow shock was observed58

(Gunell et al., 2018) and a magnetosheath formed (Williamson et al., 2022). Regions of59

heated solar wind were observed sporadically during low-to-intermediate activity (Goetz60

et al., 2021). The most detailed study so far of the observed velocity distribution func-61

tions (VDFs) at a low-to-intermediate activity comet for a period with very broad so-62

lar wind proton energy spectra revealed that the protons formed partial ring structures63

in velocity space (Moeslinger, Stenberg Wieser, et al., 2023). The ions making up such64
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a partial ring come from many different directions. In an environment small compared65

to an ion gyroradius these ions may have passed through very different regions of the comet66

- solar wind interaction region. Until the Comet Interceptor mission (Jones et al., 2024)67

delivers the first multi-point measurements of a comet, we have no observations that si-68

multaneously cover different parts of the comet plasma environment. To fully understand69

how such ion velocity distribution functions form and how we can interpret them, we need70

to turn to models.71

Numerical models of space plasmas can be split into 3 categories: magnetohydro-72

dynamic (MHD) models, hybrid models, and fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) models.73

Their applicability depends on the spatial scales of the physical processes one is inter-74

ested in. MHD models are especially suited for studying large-scale objects where both75

ions and electrons can be considered fully magnetised. Typical subjects of MHD mod-76

els are plasma interactions between the solar wind and planets with strong intrinsic mag-77

netic fields, like at Earth and Jupiter. High-activity comets, such as comet 1P/Halley78

at perihelion, can also be modelled using MHD models. Fully kinetic PIC models are found79

on the other end of the scale, where even kinetic effects of electrons play an important80

role in the physics of the system. However, the computational effort limits the use case81

to modelling of small-scale objects, for examples comets with very low activity, and small82

moons (e. g., Phobos). Hybrid models, like the one used in this paper, are able to fill the83

gap in between by modelling the kinetic effects of ions. They are typically used to model84

solar wind - plasma interactions at objects like low-to-intermediate activity comets (Gunell85

et al., 2024), Mars (Wang et al., 2023), as well as the Earth’s Moon (Holmström et al.,86

2012).87

By studying the velocity distribution functions (VDFs) of the plasma species, both88

in observations and using models, we are able to see the transfer of energy from parti-89

cles to fields and vice versa. Anisotropic VDFs can be the source of various plasma waves90

and an indicator for various plasma processes. Examples include pick-up ion distribu-91

tions (Coates et al., 1989) and ion conics resulting from ion heating and the mirror force92

(André & Yau, 1997). Kinetic effects are relevant for many processes in space plasmas,93

in particular at small scales and at boundaries. At a low-outgassing comet, like comet94

67P, the environment is continuously changing. The typical scales are smaller than the95

ion gyroradius, making the environment dominated by kinetic effects. Analysing the VDFs96

is necessary to understand the physical processes, both in observations as well as mod-97

els.98

2 Methods99

2.1 Hybrid Model Simulations100

The core of this study is a hybrid simulation of the comet magnetosphere using Ami-101

tis (Fatemi et al., 2017). Amitis is a GPU-based three-dimensional simulation code for102

space plasmas. The model is well-established and has been applied to various bodies. The103

results have been verified with spacecraft observations at comet 67P (Gunell et al., 2024),104

Mars (Wang et al., 2023), Ganymede (Fatemi et al., 2022), and Mercury (Aizawa et al.,105

2021). It uses the hybrid particle-in-cell (PIC) approximation: ions are modelled as (macro-106

)particles, while the electrons are modelled as massless fluid. The electron fluid acts as107

a charge neutralising background. By treating the ions as particles there is no restric-108

tion regarding their distribution in phase space. The electromagnetic fields E and B are109

computed using the generalised Ohm’s law (Equation 1) and Faraday’s law (Equation110

2). The current density J is approximated by Ampere’s law neglecting the displacement111

current from ∂E
∂t (see Equation 3).112

E = −JI ×B

ρI
+

∇×B

µ0
× B

ρI
− ∇pe

ρI
+

η

µ0
∇×B (1)
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∂B

∂t
= −∇×E (2)

J =
∇×B

µ0
(3)

with pe ∝ nγ
i , γ = 5/3. A more detailed description of the hybrid model equations113

can be found in Fatemi et al. (2017) and Ledvina et al. (2008).114

Table 1 gives an overview of the various simulation parameters. The simulation re-115

sults are stored on a three-dimensional cartesian grid with a spatial resolution of 25 km.116

Each grid point has a cell of dimensions (25 km)3 associated with it. The entire simu-117

lation space has a size of 7000 km×12 000 km×16 000 km (x×y×z). In the model ref-118

erence frame the comet is fixed at (0, 0, 0). The x-axis points towards the sun, and the119

upstream solar wind magnetic field is oriented along +y, that is, B ⊥ vSW, with a strength120

of 3 nT. The time resolution of the simulation is 0.5ms. We include three different ion121

species in the simulation: solar wind protons (H+), solar wind alpha particles (He2+),122

and a cometary ion species with mass 18 amu (H2O
+). Ions are implemented as so-called123

macro particles, where one such macro particle represents a fixed number of “real” ions124

of a certain species. Solar wind ions are injected with a drifting Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-125

tribution at the upstream boundary, the parameters for both SW species are given in126

Table 1. The initialised cometary ions are based on a spherically symmetric neutral pro-127

file that decreases with radial distance r from the comet (Haser, 1957). Photoionisation128

is the only considered generation mechanism, and the local ion production rate P (r) de-129

pends on the comet outgassing rate Q and the photoionisation rate νhν,ioni:130

P (r) =
Qνhν,ioni

4πurr2
(4)

with Q νhν,ioni = 1.08× 1020 s−2 and the neutral expansion rate ur = 700m s−1. In-131

creasing the number of particles improves the numerical stability and the statistical prop-132

erties of the simulation. As a tradeoff, the computational workload also increases.133

Table 1. Simulation parameters

SW H+ SW He2+ cometary ions (H2O
+)

Macro particle weight 1.3× 1018 1× 1017 1× 1018

Upstream speed 430 km/s 430 km/s -
Upstream density 1 cm−3 0.05 cm−3 -
Upstream temperature (in K) 61.1× 103 K 214× 103 K -
Upstream temperature (in eV) 5.3 eV 9.2 eV -

2.2 Velocity Distribution Functions134

The velocity distributions (VDFs) are calculated from the macro particles. Since135

there is only a small number of particles per cell, the VDFs are integrated in space and136

time to achieve better statistical properties. Each VDF is calculated for a box of size (100 km)
3

137

and therefore contains 64 simulation cells. It is desirable not to count the same macro138

particle many times in the same place to ensure that the particles are mostly uncorre-139

lated. For our conditions we can meet this requirement by sampling only every 200th140

time step. We integrate for a total of 30k simulation time steps (15 s), which results in141

a total of 151 individual samples. We note that very slow particles may still be counted142

multiple times. The macro particles are binned in 3D velocity space. This result is nor-143

malised by macro particle weight (w; different for each species), number of time steps144

(Nts), box volume (∆V ), and velocity bin volume (∆Vv):145
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f(x,v) =
NMP(x,v)w

∆V∆VvNts
(5)

NMP(x,v) is the number of macro particles in the phase space volume ∆V∆Vv at (x,v).146

The velocity bin width ∆v is identical for all three axes, ∆v3 = ∆Vv. It is adjusted for147

each species based on particle statistics and can be seen in Figure 3. Finally, the result148

is integrated along the vy axis, which gives the presented 2D histograms.149

2.3 Particle Tracing150

The code for the particle tracing (Moeslinger & Gunell, 2024) is an adapted ver-151

sion of the particle tracing code used in Gunell et al. (2015). It uses the electric and mag-152

netic fields from the hybrid simulations to advance the particle positions and velocities153

for each timestep. The grid size and cell resolution is identical to the Amitis grid. The154

electric field is corrected by the resistive term to obtain the field EP that is applied to155

the particle motion: EP = E − ηJ. Since the plasma environment around the comet156

is highly dynamic, we extended the code to support particle tracing in time-variable fields.157

The initial particles for the tracing are directly sampled from the macro particles158

in the Amitis simulation at a specific time step (here: 300k). After initialising the fields159

for the tracing from this time step, they are dynamically updated after each timestep160

(10ms) as the simulation progresses. The different ion species are simulated separately.161

The integration scheme for the particle motion (Boris (1970), see also for example Ledvina162

et al. (2008)) is symmetric in time, which makes it possible to not only forward- but also163

backtrace particles, depending on the sign of the tracing time step. In this paper we only164

used the backtracing capabilities.165

3 Results166

In this section we give an overview of the simulation results of both the hybrid model167

and the particle tracing. Both models are fully three-dimensional (see Section 2), and168

all results are presented in the model reference frame. We will focus on the x−z plane,169

perpendicular to the upstream magnetic field. The upstream convective electric field in170

this reference frame is along +z, and the z = 0-plane divides the space into a +E (z >171

0) and a −E (z < 0) hemisphere. In all figures we show the slice located at y = 0, but172

additional figures for y ∕= 0 and different projections can be found in the supporting173

information S1 (for the spatial structures) and S2 (for the VDFs).174

3.1 Overview of the comet magnetosphere175

Figure 1 presents an overview of the comet environment as simulated by Amitis.176

Panels a - c show the density and projected velocity (that is, vx, vz) of the three ion species177

included in the simulation (a: Protons, b: Alpha particles, and c: Cometary ions), while178

panels d and e show the magnetic and electric fields, respectively. All panels show the179

slice at y = 0 (y0). The y0-slice is calculated as an average of the two grid layers cen-180

tred at ±12.5 km. The plasma environment behaves symmetrically around y0. This sym-181

metry improves the statistical qualities of the shown data without compromising the spa-182

tial resolution. At the right edge of each panel (towards +x) the plasma approaches its183

undisturbed upstream state. The results show a highly asymmetric plasma structure with184

respect to the upstream electric field. The solar wind ions are deflected towards −z, while185

the cometary ions are accelerated towards +z/−x. The magnetic field piles up in front186

of the comet.187

The mean velocities of both solar wind species are almost completely anti-sunward188

in the upstream region, with only a slight deflection (Figure 1a and b). At x = 1000 km, z =189

0 the deflection is 9.8◦ for the protons and 6.4◦ for the alpha particles. Following the flow190
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of the protons (Figure 1a) downstream in the −E hemisphere we note that they are in-191

creasingly deflected until they reach a plasma boundary where the density is increased192

above a factor of 4 with respect to the upstream value. Similar structures have been seen193

in other simulations, see for example Gunell et al. (2018) and Koenders et al. (2016, Sim-194

ulation F), although both simulations model comet 67P at higher activity closer to the195

Sun. The mean velocity is along the plasma boundary structure, and no significant de-196

celeration is seen. Far behind the main density enhancement region the protons are de-197

pleted. This transition is sharp close to the nucleus and becomes more gradual further198

downstream. At x = −1500 km the density remains elevated by a factor of 3. The nose199

of the plasma boundary appears at x = 200 km, z = −250 km. In the +E hemisphere200

the deflection of protons is stronger than in the −E hemisphere, and there is a decel-201

eration of the protons. A transient plasma boundary with a slight density enhancement202

(≈ 1.2 − 1.5 times the upstream value) can be seen (e. g. x = −700 km, z = 500 km).203

While the plasma boundary in the −E hemisphere remains stationary, the one in the204

+E hemisphere slightly varies in position and intensity over time. At the boundary the205

protons get deflected towards ±y (out of the plane shown), and the density drops close206

to 0. The remaining ions in the downstream region have a mean velocity close to or above207

the upstream solar wind velocity.208

The overall plasma structure of alpha particles (Figure 1b) is similar to that of the209

protons. Due to the lower number of particles per cell in the simulation compared to the210

protons the results appear more noisy; this is purely a statistical / numerical effect. In211

the −E hemisphere the alpha particles are deflected and form a plasma boundary with212

density enhancements by a factor of 2.5−4 with respect to the upstream values. The213

peaks in the density enhancement around x = −300 km and x = −1800 km are sta-214

tionary features. The location of the plasma boundary is shifted in the −x direction by215

a few hundred kilometres with respect to the proton density enhancement. The width216

is broader than the proton boundary. Downstream of the density enhancement the al-217

pha densities are depleted almost instantly. Comparing the deflection of protons and al-218

pha particles in the +E hemisphere we find that the alpha particles are less strongly de-219

flected, which is in agreement with in-situ observations close to the nucleus (Behar et220

al., 2017). There is no significant deceleration of alphas when moving downstream, and221

no clear plasma boundary is formed. The depletion due to deflection out of the y0-plane222

is more gradual.223

The plasma structure of the cometary ions (Figure 1c) is dominated by the imposed224

newborn ion profile and the electric field structures (shown in Figure 1e). The highest225

densities occur at the nucleus. In the +E hemisphere the ions are accelerated towards226

+z along the electric field. At larger distances from the comet the anti-sunward veloc-227

ity component increases due to a change of the electric field direction and the progress-228

ing gyration. Upstream of the nucleus, at z ≈ 0, the ion density decreases with increas-229

ing radial distance from the nucleus, and the ion speed increases. Downstream of the nu-230

cleus there is a large region where the density only varies between 3−10 cm−3. The ve-231

locities are mostly anti-sunward, and the speeds increase with radial distance as well.232

The spatial boundary of this region at smaller z coincides with the upper boundary of233

the electric field enhancement (cf. Figure 1e). At even smaller z values the cometary ion234

density becomes very small, and the ions behave like pick-up ions in the solar wind elec-235

tric field. The mean velocities depend on the exact gyration phase of the sampled par-236

ticles. At x ≥ 0, z > 1000 km wave-like structures appear in the cometary ion den-237

sity.238

Panel d (Figure 1) shows the magnetic field. In the −E hemisphere the increase239

in magnetic field strength is mostly in the y-direction and the solar wind ion flow is along240

the magnetic field enhancement structure. The magnetic field increases up to 15 nT at241

the nose of the pile-up structure and stays at about 12 nT further away from the nucleus.242

The pile-up structure coincides with the density enhancement seen in the protons (Fig-243

–7–
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ure 1a). The maximum magnetic field strength is 20 nT within 125 km from the nucleus,244

on the +x/+ z side of the comet. A close-up of this region is also shown in Figure 2.245

Downstream of the nucleus the magnetic field strength drops to about 8 nT within 300 km246

of the nucleus, and remains relatively constant further tailwards. In the entire −E hemi-247

sphere the Bx and Bz components of the magnetic field are negligible. This is not true248

for the +E hemisphere: wave-like structures appear (similar to Koenders et al., 2016)249

and Bx and Bz become non-zero. The magnetic field is still enhanced with respect to250

the upstream value, and varies between 5 and 10 nT. The vortices occurring in the mag-251

netic field (see e. g. at x = −1800 km, z = −1200 km) are likely numerical artefacts252

due to the low number of macro particles in this region. The “ripples” parallel to the253

simulation boundary at x = −2000 km are also simulation artefacts. Due to the low254

amplitude and spatial extent neither are expected to affect the described features in the255

plasma. They are outside any areas covered in the subsequent analysis.256

The electric field (panel e) is mostly dominated by the convective electric field and257

is also highly asymmetric. In the −E hemisphere it is enhanced due to the pile-up of the258

magnetic field. The direction remains perpendicular to the flow direction of the solar wind259

ions. The maximum electric field strength is above 5mV/m and is found close to the nu-260

cleus (at x = 0, z = −400 km). This is a factor of 4 larger than the upstream value of261

1.3mV/m. Further away from the nucleus the electric field is still enhanced to 4mV/m.262

We define two E-field boundaries for reference in this paragraph: the lower boundary263

marks the transition between the almost undisturbed upstream solar wind electric field264

and the initial E-field enhancement. The upper boundary is towards +z from the lower265

boundary where the electric field strength drops to values around or below the upstream266

value. The upper boundary of the enhancement region (at −1200 km ≤ z ≤ −800 km)267

coincides with the drop in the density of cometary ions. In the local proton reference frame268

the electric field at this boundary is pointing in the opposite direction. Its magnitude269

is about 1mV/m, with a width of 100 km across the boundary (results obtained via Lorentz270

transformation using the local proton velocity and magnetic field; data not shown). A271

few hundred kilometres above this boundary, the electric field strength drops to values272

below the upstream electric field. In the +E hemisphere the electric field is rotated up273

to 45◦ around −y at x < 0 due to the deflection of SW ions and the flow of cometary274

ions. There is no enhancement of the electric field strength in this area. Close to the nu-275

cleus (< 50 km from the centre) there is an ambipolar electric field. Directly upstream276

of the nucleus there is a small region that is shielded from the SW electric field. The elec-277

tric field strength in this shielded region drops to about 0.2mV/m.278

3.2 Velocity Distribution Functions279

For evaluating the velocity distribution functions (VDFs) we identified different re-280

gions of the magnetosphere. Figure 2 shows a close-up of the magnetic field where the281

different regions can be seen. Within each region the VDFs continuously evolve. The pre-282

sented VDFs should thus be seen as a typical example for the region and will not be iden-283

tical away from the sampling location. All sampling locations for each species are labelled284

and indicated with boxes in Figure 2.285

Proton VDFs are calculated at six different locations, P1-P6. In the +E hemisphere286

P1 samples the downstream (x < 0) region while P2 samples the upstream (x > 0)287

region. P3 is located in the area of maximum magnetic field pile-up close to the nucleus.288

This region can also be compared to observational results. In the −E hemisphere one289

sampling point is located in the region downstream of the magnetic pile-up boundary290

(P4). P5 is upstream of the nose of the proton density enhancement, while P6 samples291

the region right at the proton density enhancement. The VDFs of the alpha particles292

are obtained in the downstream region (A1) and the alpha density enhancement (A2).293

A2 is slightly offset towards −x compared to P6 due to the shift in spatial structures be-294

tween the protons and alpha particles. A3 is in the same area as P3, for comparison with295
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Figure 2. Close-up of the magnetic field at timestep 300k (background, same quantities as

Figure 1, panel d). The boxes show the sampling locations of the VDFs for the different species;

P: protons (orange), A: alpha particles (red), C: cometary ions (grey). Each box has a side length

of 100 km and is centred around y = 0.

observations. The alpha particle VDFs in the remaining +E hemisphere are almost Maxwellian,296

therefore no additional results are shown. Cometary ion VDFs are only analysed in the297

downstream region at three different locations. The samples are taken at sufficient dis-298

tance from the nucleus so that the observed cometary ion velocity distributions had time299

to evolve. A continuous sampling of VDFs from x ∈ [−800 km, 800 km] and z ∈ [−800 km, 800 km]300

for y = 0km, y = −300 km, and y = −600 km for all three species can be found in301

the supporting information S2. This include the upstream region of only slightly deflected,302

Maxwellian-shaped solar wind.303

Figure 3 shows the calculated VDFs for the highlighted sampling locations. The304

box labels and box centre locations are given at the top of each VDF. The lowest value305

on the colour bar represents the occurrence of exactly one macro particle in the calcu-306

lation of the VDF. It can help to get a statistical estimate of the likelihood of occurrence,307

i. e., bins with such low values are not statistically significant. However, those with a VDF308

one-two orders of magnitude higher are.309

In panel P1 (top left) two distinct proton populations can be identified. The main310

population (that with highest phase space density) is highly deflected compared to the311

upstream SW. Its shape is slightly anisotropic compared to a perfect Maxwellian distri-312

bution. The second population has a much lower phase space density and an anti-sunward313

velocity of about vx ≈ 550 km/s. The main population at P2 is less deflected, and the314
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Figure 3. Velocity distribution functions (VDFs) for the locations shown in Figure 2. The

box labels and centre box locations can be found at the top of each VDF. The VDFs are in-

tegrated over the y-axis and averaged over the entire box. The dash-dotted lines indicate the

velocities vx = 0, vz = 0, and vx = 430 km/s (upstream solar wind speed; short vertical line, solar

wind species only). For more information see text.

secondary population has a slightly higher phase space density and a significant flow com-315

ponent in the z-direction. Close to the nucleus (P3) the main population forms a par-316

tial ring. The deflection from the upstream SW direction ranges from 45◦ to up to above317

270◦, although the phase space density decreases for very high deflection angles. A sec-318
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ondary population moving roughly in the anti-sunward direction is also observed. The319

velocity spread of the secondary population here is quite large, and its speed is typically320

below the upstream solar wind speed. Upstream the nose of the proton density enhance-321

ment (P5) the main population is a slightly deflected Maxwellian distribution with a mean322

velocity slightly lower than the upstream SW velocity. The secondary population has323

a much broader velocity distribution and the mean velocity is directed in the opposite324

direction. At sampling location P6 (right at the proton plasma boundary) the distribu-325

tion is similar to P5. However, the secondary population is much broader, and the two326

populations begin to merge. The VDF calculated at P4, downstream of the boundary,327

shows four distinct populations. All four populations have much lower phase space den-328

sities than any of the main populations observed in the other sampling locations.329

There are two alpha particle populations in the region downstream of the alpha den-330

sity enhancement (Panel A1, third row of Figure 3). Their VDFs have a non-Maxwellian331

shape. The phase space density of both populations is much lower than the upstream332

SW alpha particle density (compare to Panel A3). At the alpha particle density enhance-333

ment A2 a slightly deflected main population is seen. Its mean speed of 442.7 km/s ex-334

ceeds the upstream SW speed. The secondary population is deflected by 90◦, which is335

less than the protons in the comparable VDF (P6). Both populations still have a roughly336

Maxwellian shape. There is a 3rd population at positive vz, but due to low counts we337

do not expect it to be a permanent feature of the VDF in this region. Sampling the VDF338

close to the nucleus (A3) we only observe one population. It is deflected by about 30◦339

and slightly anisotropic.340

The bottom row of Figure 3 shows the VDFs of the cometary ions. A radially ex-341

panding population is only observed within 100 km of the nucleus (data not shown). All342

three sampled VDFs (C1 - C3) have a high-velocity component that appears circular.343

It starts at vx = −180 km/s, vz = 100 km/s for C1, at vx = −100 km/s, vz = 0 for C2,344

and at vx = −120 km/s, vz = 80 km/s for C3. For velocities below these values, the345

VDFs are intricately shaped but different for all three cases. None of them resembles a346

Maxwellian distribution. Only at C3 we see two distinct low-velocity populations: one347

connected to the higher velocity part with positive vz, and another one with higher in-348

tensity and less velocity spread at negative vz. At C1 and C2 the different parts of the349

VDF are all connected. Whether these VDFs are comprised of different overlapping pop-350

ulations cannot be said from this plot.351

3.3 Particle Tracing352

We selected some of the VDFs presented in the previous section for the particle back-353

tracing: P1, P3, P5, A2, and all cometary VDFs (C1, C2, C3). The main goal is to iden-354

tify differences in the ion flow patterns for the different parts of the VDF. From the dif-355

ferent individual trajectories we assess what regions in the magnetosphere they pass through.356

With the solar wind particles one main point is to identify the upstream regions where357

the particles originated. This also gives the associated upstream VDF of these particles,358

which is a subset of the Maxwellian-shaped VDF of the upstream solar wind. For the359

cometary ions it helps to understand where the particles that make up different parts360

of the VDF were born.361

3.3.1 Solar Wind Ions362

Tracing results for both solar wind species are presented in the same format for all363

chosen sampling locations (Figures 4 to 7). Panel a shows a density map of the trajec-364

tories of all ions back-traced from the sampling location (see boxes defined in Figure 2).365

The ions are sampled at a single Amitis time step (at t = 300 k). The density is summed366

over the entire y-axis. Upstream at x = 4000 km the velocities of the ions are measured367

at different z locations by cubic probes. The probes are separated by 250 km along the368
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z axis and their locations are indicated by the black boxes. The probes are labelled in369

descending order, i. e., the top probe is probe 1. Panel b shows the VDFs for all probe370

locations. It should be noted that the measured ions in each probe only show what part371

of the upstream SW population can reach the tracing origin. The complete distribution372

at this point is a 3D Maxwellian, as defined in the simulation parameters for the hybrid373

model. Since the relation of the tracing and probe densities to typical physical quanti-374

ties are rather unimportant, they are not normalised and presented only in arbitrary units.375

Panel c shows the trajectories of several individual particles. The line colours refer to376

the different observed velocities at the starting position. The initial velocity for each par-377

ticle is seen in panel d, on top of the time-averaged VDF at this observation point (same378

as shown in Figure 3).379

Figure 4 shows the back-tracing results of observation point P3 (protons; close to380

the nucleus). The major part of all particles enters the observation region after a deflec-381

tion of about 90◦ from the upstream solar wind flow and only passes through the +E382

hemisphere. A smaller portion shows more evolved flow patterns and is observed after383

completing a full gyration loop (see panels a and c). All traced particles originate within384

1500 km along the z-axis at the probe location. The majority of the particles are back-385

traced to within 1000 km and are observed in Probes 4 and 5. The VDFs of the individ-386

ual probes (Panel b) are similar for all probes: they have a spread of about 100 km/s along387

vz, centred at vz = 0. The spread in the vx direction is only about 50 km/s for an in-388

dividual probe. Its mean ranges from vx ≈ −490 km/s at probe 2 to vx ≈ −360 km/s389

at probe 7. Probes 4 and 5 have mean vx velocities at about the SW speed. Exceptions390

from this elongated main cluster occur at higher vx. For the main population there is391

a correlation between observed velocity and upstream origin along z (panels c and d).392

Particles with lower energy and higher deflection originate from larger z compared to393

their higher energetic, less deflected counterparts. The gyration pattern of the particles394

belonging to the secondary population is especially clear in panel c (blue trajectories,395

for initial velocities see panel d). They are reflected right at the nose of the proton den-396

sity enhancement region. The upstream origin of these particles is the same as the peak397

of the main population.398

Figure 5 shows the back-tracing results of observation point P1 (protons; down-399

stream in the +E hemisphere). Two distinct flow patterns are seen. The upstream ori-400

gin of the main population at the probe location is within about 1500 km along the z-401

axis, with the major part originating within 500 km (see panels a and c). The correla-402

tion between observed velocity (energy) and reconstructed origin along z is similar to403

what is seen at P3 (Figure 4). All particles of this population are at an initial stage of404

gyration. The secondary population originates from smaller z-values. The particles have405

completed a full gyration from the upstream to the observation point and pass through406

the upstream region close to the nucleus. Probes 2-5 (panel b) contain most of the the407

back-traced particles of the main population. The shape of the distribution is similar to408

that of the main population at P3 (Figure 4). The upstream VDF of the secondary pop-409

ulation is mostly captured by probe 6, but parts of the distribution are seen in probes410

5 and 7.411

Sampling location P5, upstream of the proton density enhancement structure, is412

shown in Figure 6. The main population appears only deflected, while the secondary pop-413

ulation shows significant gyration. Contrary to the previous two figures, the secondary414

population originates from larger z-values compared to the main population. Probe 3415

shows a broad distribution of observed velocities, which is probably due to a mixture of416

both populations. The major axis of the elongated distributions in probes 4-7 are not417

vertical but are rotated by about 20◦.418

Figure 7 shows the back-tracing results of the alpha particles at A2 (the alpha par-419

ticle density enhancement region). The overall structure is comparable to the protons420

at P5 and P6 (Figure 6). The two different populations separate by their upstream ori-421
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Figure 4. Particle tracing results of box P3 (protons), initial Amitis time step: 300k. Panel

a: Density map of all initial particles in the x − z plane, integrated over the entire y-axis. The

boxes around x = 4000 km mark probe locations for the back tracing VDFs (see panel b). The

probes are labelled by descending z-coordinate, with probe 1 at the top. Panel b: VDFs of the

back-traced particles for different probe locations (see panel a). Only the particles that pass

through P3 are included; the complete VDF at this point is Maxwellian. The dash-dotted lines

indicate the mean upstream SW velocity. Panel c: Background: proton density and mean veloc-

ity. Overlay: individual trajectories of selected particles. The corresponding initial velocity for

each particle is shown in panel d (indicated by marker/line colours).

gin. The secondary population originates from larger z in the +E hemisphere. The up-422

stream VDFs of the main population (Panel b, probes 4-8) are rotated about 50◦ from423

the vertical axis, which is even more than the protons at P5. Apart from the rotation424
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Figure 5. Particle tracing results of P1 (protons). For panel description see Figure 4.

the alpha VDFs are similar to the SW protons. The individual probe VDFs appear shifted425

perpendicular to their major axis towards +vx/+ vz for decreasing z.426

3.3.2 Cometary Ions427

For the cometary ions we compiled all three sampling locations (C1 - C3) into one428

figure (see Figure 8). The top row shows the back-tracing trajectories, and the bottom429

row shows the corresponding initial velocities for the illustrated trajectories. The columns430

show C1 (left), C2 (middle), and C3 (right), respectively. The electric field in the back-431

ground of the top panels is the initial electric field that is used for the particle tracing;432

it does not include the resistive term (ηJ) from the hybrid model. The termination point433

of the particle trajectories is the location where the particle had its lowest energy dur-434

ing back-tracing. This should roughly correspond to the location where they are born.435
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Figure 6. Particle tracing results of P5 (protons). For panel description see Figure 4.

We note that the cometary ions born outside the y0 plane are in general deflected to-436

wards y0, which is opposite to the flow of solar wind particles. The back-tracing is done437

using time-variable fields. This means that the electric field affecting the newborn par-438

ticles may be different to what is shown in Figure 8.439

At sampling point C1 (left column) particles with speeds up to 120 km/s are pre-440

dominantly driven by the structure of the electric field. The two different branches vis-441

ible in the VDF relate two slightly different groups of trajectories. Above 120 km/s the442

gyration pattern of the ions becomes more important (see light blue trajectory). At C2443

(middle column) the trajectories can be split up in three different groups. Ions up to 70 km/s444

originate from the region with low electric field strength downstream of the nucleus. Par-445

ticles with velocities above 100 km/s originate in the undisturbed solar wind and show446

the typical pickup-ion distribution. They are further accelerated by the electric field en-447
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Figure 7. Particle tracing results of A2 (alpha particles). For panel description see Figure 4.

Panel c, background: alpha particle density and mean velocity.

hancement region they pass through. In the velocity range between 70 km/s and 100 km/s448

the ions originate from upstream the nucleus but do not directly pass through the elec-449

tric field enhancement region. The back-traced trajectories from C3 (right column) show450

two distinct groups of trajectories for the two distinct populations in the VDF. Ions with451

initial velocities vz > 0 all come from the −z direction. The transition between the two452

different circular arcs of the VDF seems to coincide with the ions originating from the453

undisturbed SW (higher velocities) or the electric field enhancement region (lower ve-454

locities). The arc below vz ≈ 100 km/s appears to result from the electric field in the455

enhancement region, not from a partially developed gyration of the particles. The sec-456

ond population (vz < 0) originates from a completely different region, close to the nu-457

cleus.458
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Figure 8. Particle tracing results of cometary ions (C1 - C3), projected onto the x − z plane.

Upper row: Background: electric field strength and direction (Ex −Ez only) at y = 0 used for the

particle tracing. Overlaid: individual particle trajectories from the three box origins C1-C3 (from

left to right). The trajectories are terminated at the lowest velocity point (v ≈ 0). Lower row:

VDFs and corresponding initial particle velocities for the three box locations C1-C3.

4 Discussion459

For the discussion we will retain the distinction between the +E (for z > 0) and460

the −E (for z < 0) hemispheres, but since this definition is based on the upstream pa-461

rameters of the plasma, it is not sufficient to cover all observed features. We therefore462

introduce a third region, the “central tail”, which is the region where the cometary plasma463

dominates. This roughly spans the area from the nucleus towards −x within a 35◦ cone.464

The solar wind ions in this region have retained none of their upstream parameters and465

the density is heavily depleted.466

The plasma in the y0 plane forms an asymmetric, half-open induced magnetosphere.467

In the −E hemisphere an obstacle similar to a planetary bow shock is formed: a steep468

increase in the magnetic field strength and an enhancement of the SW density along with469

its deflection around the obstacle. Upstream of the boundary we observe protons that470

have been reflected from the boundary. Similar reflected SW ions have been reported471

at Mars’ bow shock (Madanian et al., 2020) as well as Earth’s bow shock at low mach472

numbers (Graham et al., 2024). The electric field in the proton reference frame is directed473

outwards, away from the obstacle towards +x/−z. The +E hemisphere provides one474

of the two main escape paths for cometary ions. SW protons may enter the central tail475
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region via this path. The second escape path for cometary ions is via the central tail.476

The +E hemisphere is more susceptible to to wave generation compared to the −E hemi-477

sphere.478

4.1 Spatial Structure479

The asymmetry between the +E and the −E hemispheres is seen both in parti-480

cle and in field data. In the −E hemisphere the proton and alpha particle densities form481

a clear plasma boundary. The proton and alpha density enhancements are created by482

the deflection of particles towards −z in order to conserve momentum due to the towards483

+z accelerating cometary ions. The focusing of the flow lines is the primary cause for484

the sudden increase of the solar wind densities, since there is no significant deceleration485

of the flow as it approaches the boundary.486

We can compare the relative enhancement of the proton density (≈ 4 times) and487

the magnetic field strength (≈ 4−5 times) with respect to the upstream plasma. The488

similar values indicate that the flow line compression and corresponding increase in den-489

sity is the main driving factor behind the magnetic field pile-up in this region. The elec-490

tric field structure in this region is still dominated by the convective electric field of the491

SW protons. Its increase in strength is due to the increased magnetic field strength, while492

the change in direction results from the deflection of the SW protons. The width of the493

proton density enhancement region (about 200 km across the boundary where the rel-494

ative density increase is at least a factor of 3.5) is the result of the deflection geometry495

and the local velocity distribution. The deflection is spread out over a large spatial scale496

due to the finite gyroradius of the ions, which puts a lower limit on the width of this bound-497

ary. Additionally, the protons have a significant spread in velocity (see e. g. Figure 3;498

Panel P6). A perpendicular speed of just 50 km/s relative to the bulk flow in the bound-499

ary corresponds to a gyroradius of 35 km perpendicular to the boundary. Towards −x500

downstream of the peak proton density the protons do not disappear completely, despite501

their mean velocities being directed parallel to the boundary. Those protons may be of502

different origins:503

1. Protons that diffuse through the boundary. These may either be protons with higher504

velocities than the bulk SW proton flow, or those that have previously been re-505

flected at the boundary and have now gained sufficient energy to pass through.506

2. Protons entering through the +E hemisphere. The majority of this flow is deflected507

out of the y0 plane, so what remains are tails of the bulk population.508

A more in-depth discussion of this can be found in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 which discuss509

the details of the VDFs and the particle tracing.510

The shift of the location of the alpha density enhancement towards −x (and to a511

lesser extent −z) can be explained by the higher inertia (higher m/q) of the alpha par-512

ticles. The gyroradii of the alpha particles are larger than the proton gyroradii, and there513

is less deflection in the flow of alpha particles. This creates a difference between the mean514

velocities of protons and alpha particles, and the corresponding reference frames differ.515

In the local reference frame of the alpha particles there is an electric field over the pro-516

ton density enhancement region which accelerates the alpha particles instead of decel-517

erating them. There is an energy transfer from the solar wind protons to the alpha par-518

ticles in this region, and the alpha particles create an obstacle to the protons due to their519

difference in gyroradius. This effect is only relevant if the spatial scales of the bound-520

aries are similar to the gyroradii of the solar wind species. The consequences of differ-521

ent alpha/proton ratios on the boundary formation in such a case are difficult to pre-522

dict but should be investigated further in the future.523
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No clear plasma boundaries are visible in the +E hemisphere. The changes in the524

plasma environment are more gradual. There is no visible focussing of the SW protons525

or alpha particles in the y0 plane. A stationary focussing of protons or alphas into the526

y0 plane is highly unlikely since there is no force pushing the SW ions back towards y0.527

Thus, any density enhancement must be due to a local deceleration of the mean parti-528

cle flow, or the result of asymmetries along the y-axis.529

Close to the nucleus at +x/+z the increase in magnetic field strength is a result530

of the deceleration of the solar wind, and the addition of mass in form of cold, newborn531

cometary ions. This in turn decelerates the local electron fluid and results in the mag-532

netic field pile-up in this region. Further away from the nucleus in the +E hemisphere533

the magnetic field remains enhanced because the plasma is more and more dominated534

by the cometary plasma. The magnetic field transitions from being frozen into the SW535

plasma to being frozen into the cometary plasma, and the flow of cometary ions increas-536

ingly shapes the structure of the magnetic and electric field.537

In general the +E hemisphere shows much more variation of the plasma structures538

in time and space. We interpret this as the result of wave activity. This affects the mag-539

netic field, the protons (especially in the density), and the cometary ions (data not shown).540

For the alpha particles the spatial scales in this simulation are probably to small to al-541

low for the development of wave activity. The shielded region directly upstream of the542

nucleus may be formed by a polarisation electric field that partially cancels the solar wind543

electric field, as proposed by Nilsson et al. (2018). By analysing the VDFs of accelerated544

cometary ions in this region, Moeslinger, Nilsson, et al. (2023) reported an average elec-545

tric field strength of 0.21mV/m, very similar to the minimum values found in our sim-546

ulations.547

4.2 VDFs548

Comparing the VDFs of any of the three species at any location within the comet549

magnetosphere (Figure 3) with their mean velocity counterparts (Figure 1a-c) shows just550

how much information is lost when only considering the latter. We use the VDFs to study551

deviations from a Maxwellian in the bulk populations and identify secondary popula-552

tions. While the details of the particle trajectories are discussed in Section 4.3 below we553

emphasise that the evolution of VDFs is due to the particle trajectories. In both SW species554

we never see a formation of a gyrotropic plasma, even in its infancy stage. This is be-555

cause all structures in the magnetosphere that strongly influence the particle motion are556

smaller than or of the same size as the particle gyroradius. While there is gyration of557

each particle that has non-zero velocity in the upstream solar wind reference frame, we558

only consider gyration that occurs due to the interaction with the comet. In this con-559

text we use the word deflection to describe small angular changes (< 90◦) in velocity,560

while gyration refers to large angular changes in velocity and the corresponding cycloid561

trajectories. Angular changes are defined as the angle between the upstream SW direc-562

tion (v = (−430, 0, 0) km/s), 0 velocity (in the comet reference frame), and the observed563

velocity in a mathematically positive way (counter-clockwise).564

The majority of protons in the +E hemisphere are significantly decelerated, along565

with their deflection towards −E, and most of the cometary ions are accelerated along566

the electric field. The main source of free energy to support acceleration are the local567

SW protons. In theory, other regions could also provide energy to the cometary ions by568

wave-particle-interaction (e. g. Alfvén waves). But those mechanisms are much less ef-569

fective in transporting energy and are therefore not expected to significantly contribute570

to the energy budget. Further into the coma (towards −x, compare P2 to P1) the de-571

flection and deceleration increases as the protons are more and more influenced by the572

cometary ions. A minor part of the protons in the +E hemisphere, seen as a secondary573

population, are actually accelerated. They must gain energy while passing through the574
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region with strong electric fields and gradients close to the nucleus, not following the bulk575

flow of protons. Once they have reached the fairly homogenous +E hemisphere further576

downstream of the nucleus they are gyrating in the local fields. Other than their vari-577

ation in energy due to this gyration motion, they will only lose energy via wave-particle578

interaction. This is expected to only be relevant multiple full gyrations far downstream579

in the tail.580

In the −E hemisphere protons are not significantly decelerated, only deflected (P5581

and P6). They create the plasma structures in this part of the comet magnetosphere,582

but are not providing much energy to the cometary ions. Some of their energy, however,583

must go into building up the plasma structures in this region. Secondary populations584

are typically first seen close to the nucleus or in the −E hemisphere, where they resem-585

ble ions reflected from a shock. They are therefore often observed as counter-streaming586

the main SW flow. Depending on their exact origin, they may enter the +E hemisphere587

as their gyration progresses. Especially for these particles there is no obstacle in form588

of an electric field that they have to climb. Hence they retain some of the energy they589

gained during the gyration and are now faster than the upstream solar wind. The ions590

that do not enter the +E hemisphere still gain enough energy to pass over the proton591

density enhancement.592

The most anisotropic proton population, resembling a partial ring, is seen close to593

the nucleus (P3). This is the region where we have the strongest magnetic and electric594

fields, but also the strongest gradients in those fields. The secondary population must595

be generated in a similar way as in all other cases: it consists of a small portion of the596

upstream solar wind that has already performed a full gyration when arriving at the sam-597

pling location. Partial ring distributions have been observed by Rosetta in a few cases598

(Moeslinger, Stenberg Wieser, et al., 2023). However, the model results indicate that these599

partial ring-shaped proton VDFs extend at least 400 km from the nucleus in the +E hemi-600

sphere, as well as 100 km into the −E hemisphere. This is a much larger region than pre-601

viously thought (Moeslinger, Stenberg Wieser, et al., 2023). The VDF in the central tail602

(P4) does not show a clearly dominating population. The observed particles seem to be603

a mix of several secondary populations. We also note that of all the sampling locations604

shown, the central tail region shows the largest diversity and spatial change in the shape605

of VDFs.606

Close to the nucleus the alpha particles did not have enough time or space to evolve607

into complex VDFs (A3). Due to their larger inertia the alpha particle distributions are608

different from the proton distributions. The small anisotropy seen is consistent with ob-609

servations (Moeslinger, Stenberg Wieser, et al., 2023). When the alpha particles pass the610

electric field enhancement caused by the protons a few hundred kilometres below the nu-611

cleus, their velocity has a larger anti-sunward component compared to the protons. Hence612

the electric field does not form a potential barrier for them. Instead it accelerates them613

towards −z. At the alpha density enhancement (A2), the main population has gained614

about 200 eV in energy with respect to the upstream SW plasma. This energy is indi-615

rectly provided by the protons via the plasma boundary. The main alpha population down-616

stream of the alpha density enhancement (A1) is a residual from the SW alphas enter-617

ing through the +E hemisphere that has not yet been deflected out of the y0 plane. The618

secondary population must have gone through a full gyration before the observation point.619

The high velocity part of the cometary ion VDFs (C1 - C3) is a partial ring formed620

by the classical pickup process. The high speeds as well as the circular shape indicate621

that these ions were born far away from the observation point and have been acceler-622

ated in the undisturbed solar wind. Without additional electric field structures (apart623

from the undisturbed solar wind) the partial ring would start very close to v = (0, 0, 0).624

The offset of the ring structure is created by the inhomogeneous electric field around the625

nucleus. The lower velocity part of the distribution is formed by ions born closer to the626
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observation point. Interpreting their more complex shapes is only possible with the help627

of the particle back-tracing results.628

Anisotropic VDFs are inherently unstable. As the plasma evolves further away from629

the comet, the observed anisotropies in the VDFs will eventually relax back to Maxwellian-630

shaped distributions. The fully picked-up ring distributions of cometary ions will pitch-631

angle scatter into shells, which will eventually thermalise by energy diffusion (Coates et632

al., 1989). This process takes place over many gyrations and cannot be observed in our633

simulations due to the spatial limits of the tail downstream. The partial-ring-shaped VDFs634

of protons, and to a lesser extent alpha particles, can be interpreted as temperature anisotropies,635

or nongyrotropic distributions. Temperature anisotropies can result in the generation636

of mirror-mode waves which have been observed at comet 67P (Volwerk et al., 2016; Tello Fal-637

lau et al., 2023) and comet 1P/Halley (Russell et al., 1987; Schmid et al., 2014). How-638

ever, all of these observations have associated the observed mirror modes with temper-639

ature anisotropies of cometary water group ions, not solar wind protons. Phase-space640

diffusion of nongyrotropic ion distributions has been studied for example by Motschmann641

et al. (1997). Typical diffusion timescales, that is, the time until the nongyrotropic VDFs642

relax back to a Maxwellian equilibrium, are of the order of 10 gyroperiods, but some dif-643

fusion should already be visible after only one gyration. This may be one reason why644

the partial ring distributions are most pronounced close to the nucleus.645

4.3 Particle Tracing646

Particle tracing of the solar wind ions confirms that the observed particles close647

to the nucleus are on their first gyration from the upstream origin where they are ini-648

tialised as isotropic solar wind in the simulation. The width (extent in the z direction)649

of the upstream origin area of SW protons is larger for P3 (close to the nucleus) than650

for the sampling locations P1 and P6. This is consistent with the wider spread in phase651

space of the main population at point P3. The energy of the particles at the observa-652

tion point depends on their energy upstream, which is limited by the upstream veloc-653

ity and temperatures, and how much they have moved with or against the electric field.654

The displacement in the electric field depends on the path of the individual particles and655

varies for particles of the main population for different observed velocities due to their656

different upstream origin. Ions from higher up along the z-axis have lost more energy657

if the overall deflection is towards −z. Since particles from the secondary populations658

have passed through the highly inhomogeneous E-field region close to the nucleus their659

energies can change drastically compared to the main population. The origin of the main660

populations vary quite a lot between different sampling locations. Sampling locations661

at a higher z position also tend to have upstream origins from higher z. The upstream662

origin of the secondary location on the other hand seems to be within 0 < z < 500 km663

for all particle trajectories analysed. Therefore, the secondary populations observed in664

all the proton VDFs are created in a similar manner but then evolve into different re-665

gions. We note that at more negative z values than analysed here secondary populations666

may still be created at the plasma boundary although the reflection geometry may be667

different.668

The correlation between the level of deflection or gyration of the protons seen in669

the VDFs and the actual spatial gyration pattern is quite clear. It is possible to get a670

good approximation of the particle paths by taking the respective VDF and comparing671

it with the tracing patterns. Details are difficult to predict and still require the parti-672

cle tracing for interpretation. The back-tracing also reveals the effects of the higher in-673

ertia of the alpha particles (Figure 7). The secondary population has been significantly674

deflected close to the nucleus where the fields are the strongest, but otherwise the de-675

flection is more gradual. This was consistently observed in the back-tracing of several676

alpha particle VDFs, including the one shown here. From the upstream VDF probes (Fig-677
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ures 4 - 6, Panel b) we can see that the vx component is much more important than the678

vz component when it comes to correlating upstream location and upstream VDF shape.679

For the cometary ions, particle gyration only seems to become relevant for ions with680

observed velocities above ≈ 150 km/s. The backtracing of these higher velocity ions shows681

that they are indeed born in the undisturbed solar wind at various distances from the682

observation location, with higher energetic particles originating further away from the683

observation point. For ions with velocities below 100 − 150 km/s the structure of the684

electric field is much more important for the resulting VDFs than any gyration motion.685

Any curvature in the low-velocity part of the VDFs (especially C3 in the −vx/+vz quad-686

rant) is not due to a gyration in the magnetic field but purely due to a structure in the687

electric field. The trajectories of these particles appear fairly straight and change in up-688

stream origin location. If they were indeed due to a gyration in the magnetic field the689

curvature of the trajectories should be more pronounced. Steep gradients in the electric690

field result in sudden changes in the shape of the VDF. They do, however, not necessar-691

ily result in isolated populations. If such an isolated population is seen in the VDF it692

is a strong indicator that there are two unrelated paths from two separate regions in the693

cometosphere available for the cometary ions to take to the observation point.694

5 Conclusions695

In our simulations the plasma environment around a comet akin to comet 67P at696

larger heliocentric distances takes the shape of a half-open induced magnetosphere. Apart697

from the asymmetries in the +E and −E hemispheres often associated with such low-698

outgassing scenarios, we find that there is a formation of plasma boundaries in the −E699

hemisphere. The +E hemisphere lacks such clear boundaries, but provides an escape path700

for the cometary ions and is more susceptible to wave activity. Close to the nucleus strong701

electric and magnetic fields lead to highly anisotropic velocity distribution functions in702

the solar wind proton data, which resemble partial rings. Some protons of this anisotropic703

VDF split away from the bulk flow and are observed as secondary populations in both704

hemispheres. Similar distributions (partial rings with a secondary population) have pre-705

viously been identified in Rosetta measurements of solar wind protons (Moeslinger, Sten-706

berg Wieser, et al., 2023). Solar wind alpha particles form VDFs with two populations707

further downstream, but they require a larger interaction region due to their higher in-708

ertia. Dynamic particle back-tracing aids in understanding the VDFs of all species, but709

is especially important for understanding the origin of cometary ions at a given location.710

The VDFs of cometary ions are mainly driven by electric field structures for velocities711

up to 100− 150 km/s.712

Appendix A Data Availability Statement713

Additional simulation results are included in the Supporting Information of this714

paper. The code used for particle tracing has been made publicly available (see Moes-715

linger & Gunell, 2024). Data analysis was done using NumPy version 1.20.2 (Harris et716

al., 2020). Figures were made using Matplotlib (Caswell et al., 2021; Hunter, 2007).717
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Figure set S1: Spatial structure of the comet magnetosphere

6 additional figures are included in S1. All have the same structure as Figure 1 in the

main paper, and are taken at the same simulation time step (270k). The axis and location

where the corresponding slice for the figure was taken is included in the document title

and listed below.

y-300 timestep 270000.png: slice of the x-z plane, taken at y = −300 km.

y-600 timestep 270000.png: slice of the x-z plane, taken at y = −600 km.

z0 timestep 270000.png: slice of the x-y plane, taken at z = 0km.

z-800 timestep 270000.png: slice of the x-y plane, taken at z = −800 km.

x-500 timestep 270000.png: slice of the y-z plane, taken at x = −500 km.

x-1000 timestep 270000.png: slice of the y-z plane, taken at x = −1000 km.

Figure set S2: VDFs

VDFs were calculated at three distinct y-axis locations: y = 0km, y = −300 km,

and y = −600 km, and are found in the corresponding .zip files. VDFs for each

of the three species (protons, alpha particles, and cometary ions) are grouped in

subfolders. Each species has an overview file ending with ... fields.png (e. g.

y0 ts=270000 Protons fields.png) which shows the locations and labels for all indi-

vidual VDFs on top of the density data for the corresponding species. The VDFs are

calculated between x = [−800 km, 800 km] and z = [−800 km, 800 km] with a box size

of (100 km)3 (same as the VDFs shown in the main text). This results in 256 individual

VDFs for each species at each y-slice. They are divided into a sub-grid of 400 km×400 km

which are labelled 1 - 16. The individual boxes are labelled by letters a - p, so that each

box can be identified. The 16 VDFs for each sub-grid are shown in the same figure using
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this sub-grid number. All three projections (vx − vz as in the main text, but also vx − vy

and vy − vz) are available and can be identified by the end of the file name. For example,

the vx−vz VDF for the protons at y = 0 for the box location ‘11e’ can be found in the .zip

file SI 02 VDFs y=0km under ‘Protons/y0 ts=270000 Protons VDF11 vx-vz.png’ in the

panel in row 2, column 1 (also labelled ‘11e’). The x- and z box boundaries (in km) are

also given in the label at the top of each box.
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